VEHICLE:
4x4 wheel drive pick-up truck; single, extended or crew cab, white in color. Include the following options: short bed body, special traction differential, towing/mountain ratio, engine block heater, all terrain tires and increased output alternator. The following options are authorized on pick-ups but must be approved by both regional fleet and fire management: cruise control, power mirrors, windows and doorlocks.

MINIMUM RLS EQUIPMENT: Lightbar, grill lights, console and siren/speaker/control head.

STRIPE ILLUSTRATION:
1” white reflective stripe centered on 4” green reflective stripe, cut at 45° angle to allow for designators.

SIDE:
1” white reflective stripe centered on 4” green reflective stripe, cut at 45° angle to allow for 4” FIRE decal white reflective over rear wheels and;
4” Equipment designator on front fender.

REAR:
4” Unit designator, black non-reflective on drivers’s side;
4” Equipment designator, black non reflective passenger’s side.

FRONT:
4” Equipment designator, black non-reflective on driver’s side; 4” unit designator, black non-reflective passenger’s side.

DOOR DECAL:
* 10” FS shield white with brown border/lettering.
* 7/16” FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY, brown
* 5/8” US GOVERNMENT, brown
* 1-1/2” Equipment number, brown
* All reflective vinyl, placed middle of door below stripe.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
US GOVERNMENT
1234

USDA FOREST SERVICE
Fire Command, Operations Support, Prevention-Pick-up Truck
DATE
Sept 2014